CIGARS
Arturo Fuente Don Carlos #3
5 x 43 (medium)

A rich, spicy and full bodied cigar, wrapped in the most aromatic specially-selected Cameroon wrapper. - $16.00

Arturo Fuente Double Chateau Fuente
6.75 x 50 (medium)

Handmade with smooth-smoking, aromatic Connecticut Shade wrappers and
presented in cedar sleeves. Often hard to find, these flavorful cigars offer a memorable medium-bodied smoke. - $12.00

Arturo Fuente Hemingway Resv Signature
6 x 47 (medium)

The rarest Hemingway cigars, due to the perfectly-cured Connecticut Broadleaf
Maduro wrappers, which are produced in a very limited quantities. Filled with the
finest vintage Dominican tobaccos, the smoke is rich, ultra-smooth and sweet! $12.00

Arturo Fuente Petit Corona Maduro
5 x 38 (medium)

Made with Camerron wrappers and the “Chateau Fuente” selection with Connecticut wrapper and cedar sleeve. - $8.00

Arturo Fuente Petit Sungrown Chateau
Cuban Belicoso
5 x 52 (medium-full)

The Dominican Gran Reserva is skillfully rolled with Ecuadorian Sun Grown.
These wrapper tobaccos are the most expensive and sought after wrapper tobacco
in the world. $12.00

Cohiba Corona
5 x 42 (medium)

These cigars combine long-aged Dominican Cuban-seed fillers, rare Indonesian
Jember binders and savory African Cameroon wrappers. Hand-rolled into a rich
tasting, perfectly balanced and creamy-smooth smoke. - $16.00

Onyx Reserve #4
5 x 44 (medium)

Handmade with prime Dominican, Nicaaguan and Peruvian tobaccos, pressed in
an extra-dark Connecticut Broadleaf Maduro wrapper. A rich, full-flavored cigar
with notes of coffee bean, cocoa and roasted nuts and a spicy finish. - $8.00

Macanudo Hamton Court
5 x 42 (mild)

A solid core of nut and wood flavors dominate this cigar. It is mild to medium
bodied, with a hint of coffee bean on the finish. - $12.00

Maker’s Mark
6 x 50 (mild)

These Dominican cigars are seasoned with the famous Maker’s Mak bourbon.
This combination achieves a distinctive cigar, sweetly scented with caramel tones
and spices. - $18.00

Romeo y Julieta Aniversario Corona
5 x 44 (full)

Celebrating 130 years of some of the world’s finest premium cigars. With a rich
Ecuadorian Sumatra wrapper surrounding a broadleaf binder and a hearty blend
of Peruvian, Dominican and Nicaraguan long fillers, these cigars make a hearty
and memorable smoke. - $12.00

